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Groh, Megan: Explaining the Discrepancy Between Different Animal Models and the Effect of Estrogen on ACL Properties

Efia, James: An Atypical Case of Hepatitis C Negative, Rheumatoid Factor Positive, Cryoglobulinemia Vasculitis Treated Successfully with Rituximab

Lang, Nicole: A Rare Cause of Acute Liver Failure

Maloney, Cristine: It Never Left the Heart: Listening to Families Experiencing Death and Dying in the Medical Intensive Care Unit at Waterbury Hospital

Michael, Jennifer: Evaluation of Diabetes Program in Four Connecticut Health Centers

Na, Chang R.: Persistent Spasms of a Leg in a Young Man: Just the Tip of an Iceberg?

Ruszkowski, Jaime: Expanding the Differential for TIA: When Do You Have to Think Outside the Stroke Pathway?

Soares, Sarita: Community Acquired MRSA Pyomyositis Complicated by Panspinal Epidural in an HIV Negative Male